Shifting Priorities

- Transactions are **moving to a more strategic rationale** and away from a heavy financial focus
- **Larger and higher-rated organizations are scaling up** at a pace and level that exceeds the steady activity involving smaller, more vulnerable providers
- Today’s partnerships are **blurring traditional boundaries** of healthcare business lines
- Transactions are increasingly occurring **across state lines**, creating super-regional systems
**Consolidation Is Accelerating**

**Hospital and Health System M&A Transactions, 2000-2017**

Transactions nearly doubled between 2007-2017. While 2015 and 2017 had similar numbers of transactions, the aggregated revenue of transactions jumped from $32,028 to $63,168 those two years.

Sources: Kaufman Hall Transactions Data, S&P Median Credit Rating Reports, Moody’s Median Credit Rating Reports, Moody’s Credit Rating Changes Reports.

---

**Participation Is Rising Among Highly Rated and Larger Organizations**

Sources: Kaufman Hall Transactions Data, S&P Median Credit Rating Reports, Moody’s Median Credit Rating Reports, Moody’s Credit Rating Changes Reports.
Less-Than-Fully Integrated Transactions Structures Are on the Rise


Non-Fully Integrated Transaction Comparison by Target Revenue (2007 – 2014)

Source: Kaufman Hall Proprietary Partnership Transaction Database.
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